This editorial is in appreciation to all reviewers for the *Journal of Korean Medical Science* (*JKMS*) in 2015. I would like to thank all reviewers listed below for their academic contribution of reviewing manuscripts and sending their precious comments. The *JKMS* is a scholarly platform for all authors, readers, and reviewers for their professional achievement in medicine. In 2015, the *JKMS* published 330 articles in 12 regular issues of volume 30 and 2 supplements. Summarizing the journal statistics from January 1st to December 31st, 2015, a total of 1,391 submissions were received. After preview, 721 were peer reviewed and 635 rejected. After review, 248 were accepted, 249 were rejected, 24 withdrawn, and others are under review or revision. Overall rejection rate including withdrawal was 67.0%.

The *JKMS* invited 2,975 peer reviewers in medical or biological fields and received 1,141 review comments. The editor assessed reviewers\' responses considering both effort and content and scored them on a scale from 5 (excellent) to 1 (poor): 2.9% in score 5, 22.7% in 4, 54.1% in 3, 19.7% in 2, and 0.6% in 1. Top reviewers, who received score 5 or reviewed ≥ 3 times in 2015, are marked with an asterisk on the following reviewer list. The *JKMS* is a scientific platform for communicating medical research and delivering academic superiority for global scientists in medicine, which is contributed by professional peer review.
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